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English Workshops for Pupils in 5th and 6th form at Primarschule Basel

Experiencing Kenya in Switzerland 

Moderator: Lucy Oyubo Osterwalder

Workshop in English /Swahili/German

Activities, Methods

The programme is to give the 5th and 6th class pupils an opportunity to 

experience being in Kenya in their classroom in Switzerland.

The programme includes:

1. Storytelling of African Fables and discussing the morals

2. Cooking of traditional Kenyan food

3. Singing traditional or Swahili songs and  dancing with the pupils

4. Playing Kenyan school games

5. Discussing the difference between Kenyan Schools and Swiss schools.

6. Listening to a show on how communication is passed around the

villagers using a special kind of a fabric called a Leso.

Interacting activities e.g Narrating Fables, Cooking, Singing Traditional or 

Swahili Music, Dancing, Playing African Games together and discussing about 

the differences between the two cultures.

Material and Resources

Material will be brought by me and will inform you in advance if I need anything 

from the school.

I will hand out the list of food to be bought for cooking lessons.

Preparation required in advance

• I need to know the number of participants in a particular course to

prepare enough material.

• Participants level of English, beginners, elementary or advanced



• Students with food allergies

• Time frame

• shopping for cooking classes done by the teachers or me? This is open

for the school to decide.

Location at:

your school, any place of your choice or at Leimenstrasse 66.

Duration:

1.45 Hrs, half a day of 4 Hrs or a full day of 8 Hrs.

Number of Participants

5 to 30 pupils

Possible dates

Anytime on demand

Costs

100.- for 45 minutes 

120.- for 60 minutes 

Pls note that these prices exclude the cost of food, ingredients and the time 

spent on shopping.

Contact 

Lucy Oyubo  Osterwalder 

061 554 1606 / 076 578 4555 

www.kultur-austausch.ch

Further informations

I can come to your school or I can help you find a venue for the event. 

If the pupils are 10 and below in number we can cook at Leimenstrasse 66, 

4051 Basel. Here are some photos of events that I have done.
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